Grid cells fire in sequences that represent rapid trajectories in space. During locomotion, theta sequences encode sweeps in position starting slightly behind the animal and ending ahead of it. During quiescence and slow wave sleep, bouts of synchronized activity represent long trajectories called replays, which are well-established in place cells and have been recently reported in grid cells. Theta sequences and replay are hypothesized to facilitate many cognitive functions, but their underlying mechanisms are unknown. A leading mechanism proposed for grid cell formation is the continuous attractor network. We demonstrate that this established architecture naturally produces theta sequences and replay as distinct consequences of modulating external input. Driving inhibitory interneurons at the theta frequency causes attractor bumps to oscillate in speed and size, which gives rise to theta sequences and phase precession, respectively. Decreasing input drive to all neurons produces traveling wavefronts of activity that are decoded as replays.
The hippocampal region contains spatially tuned cells that generally encode an animal's position in its spatial environment. Place cells in the hippocampus proper fire at one or a few locations [1] , and grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) fire at many locations that form a triangular lattice in space [2] . However, at short timescales, these neurons fire in coordinated sequences that represent trajectories away from the current animal position.
The first type of sequence occurs when the animal is moving and the local field potential (LFP) of the hippocampal region is dominated by an oscillation of 5-11 Hz, the theta range [3] [4] [5] . During every cycle of this oscillation, neurons corresponding to locations slightly behind the animal fire first, followed by those corresponding to the current location and finally locations ahead of the animal [6, 7] . These so-called theta sequences involving many neurons are related to a single-neuron phenomenon called phase precession [8, 9] . When an animal first enters the firing field of a place or grid cell, the neuron spikes late in the theta cycle. As the animal moves through the field, subsequent spikes tend to arrive at smaller theta phase, or earlier within a cycle. Thus, activity within each theta cycle starts with neurons whose peak firing occurs behind the animal and ends with neurons whose peak firing occurs ahead of the animal, which is a theta sequence [6] .
The second type of sequence occurs when the animal is quietly awake and not moving, a state called quiescence; it also occurs during slow wave sleep, which will not concern us here. The LFP of the hippocampal region loses theta oscillations but is instead intermittently punctuated by sharp-wave ripples with power across 140-200 Hz [10, 11] . During these ripples, spatially tuned neurons fire in coordinated bursts that rep- * louis.kang@berkeley.edu resent rapid, long-distance trajectories. These replays are well-established in place cells [12, 13] and have recently been observed in grid cells within superficial layers of the MEC [7] . Note that replays can also involve grid cells within deep layers of the MEC [14, 15] ; these findings, which have been disputed [16] , will not be addressed by this work.
Hippocampal experiments on theta sequences and replay have established a rich phenomenology, which includes their properties near branch points of a maze [17, 18] , their modulation by reward history [19] [20] [21] [22] , their ability to predict future actions [23] [24] [25] [26] , and their potential role in disease pathogenesis [27] . These findings suggest that hippocampal sequences facilicate many cognitive functions, such as memory consolidation, credit assignment, and action planning [28] [29] [30] . However, the mechanisms that produce theta sequences and replay among place and grid cells are still unclear.
Meanwhile, a mechanism for producing grid cells themselves, the continuous attractor model, has been accumulating experimental support [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . This class of networks posits particular configurations of synapses within the MEC that are local and symmetric [38, 39] . By incorporating key biological features such as fully spiking neural dynamics, we find that new phenomena emerge in this established recurrent architecture: grid cells will exhibit either theta sequences or replays depending on the external input provided by other brain regions. These inputs correspond to experimentally measured changes between active and inactive behavior [40, 41] and do not involve changes in connectivity. From this perspective, the same architecture that produces grid cells causes them to participate in sequences that may be leveraged by other brain regions, such as the hippocampus, to pursue desired cognitive goals. 
RESULTS

Our fully spiking continuous attractor model produces grid cells
We first describe our implementation of a continous attractor network and demonstrate that it reproduces classic grid responses when the simulated animal explores a 2D open field. Model details are provided in Methods. We simulate a single grid module-that is, grid cells of one scale and orientation [42] -with a continuous attractor network based on Refs. 38 and 39. Neurons are assembled in a 2D sheet with five overlapping populations, of which four represent excitatory principal cells and one represents inhibitory interneurons (Fig. 1a) . Each excitatory neuron excites its neighbors across all populations, and each inhibitory neuron inhibits only excitatory neurons located a certain distance away. We will address the purpose of having four slightly different excitatory populations shortly.
To accurately simulate rapid sequences of spikes, we implement fully spiking grid cells that obey leaky integrate-and-fire dynamics. Each neuron has a membrane potential that tends toward a steady-state value called the drive, which represents a combination of resting potential and broad input from other brain regions (Fig. 1b) . If the potential exceeds a threshold of 1 in arbitrary units, a spike is emitted, the potential is reset to 0, and the neuron's targets experience a postsynaptic jump in potential after a brief synaptic delay. During locomotion, excitatory principal cells are driven to fire by various neocortical and thalamic inputs [43] . Thus, their drive exceeds threshold at the center of the neural sheet; it decays towards the edges to avoid edge effects that disrupt continuous attractor dynamics [38] . Meanwhile, inhibitory interneurons have subthreshold drive that oscillates at a theta frequency of 8 Hz due to input from the medial septum [44] [45] [46] [47] . With this architecture and random initial membrane potentials, the neural sheet naturally develops local regions of activity, called bumps, that are arranged in a triangular lattice and are coherent across populations (Fig. 1c and Supp. Video 1). This self-organized grid is an attractor state of the network.
How do we produce neurons with grid-like spatial tuning from the grid-like activity pattern on the neural sheet? This transformation is performed by the four excitatory populations, each of which corresponds to a perpendicular direction along the neural sheet and a perpendicular direction in the spatial environment. Excitatory neurons have output synapses biased in their preferred sheet direction (Fig. 1a) , and they receive more input when the animal moves along their preferred spatial direction. When the animal moves along, say, the "North" direction, neurons in the N population have increased drive; since their outputs are biased in the "up" direction on the neural sheet, the activity pattern moves up. In this way, the activity pattern on the sheet moves synchronously with the animal's 2D trajectory (Fig. 1d) , and the grid pattern is projected onto single neuron spatial responses (Fig. 1e and Supp. Video 2). Each active neuron in the sheet is a grid cell with the same scale and orientation.
Grid cells are spatially tuned and theta-modulated along a linear track
For the rest of the paper, we simulate 1D trajectories consisting of runs along a linear track separated by idle periods at either end (Fig. 2a) . As in the 2D case, attractor bumps on the neural sheet move synchronously with animal motion, so grid cells at different locations in the sheet correspond to different positions along the track (Fig. 2b) . From four regions in the sheet chosen for recording, we take up to 150 excitatory neurons whose spatial firing fields are stable from lap to lap (Methods) and collectively tile the track (Fig. 2c and Supp. Fig. 1 ). Unlike the 2D case in which grid cells have multiple firing fields, we choose parameters such that they have single fields to improve the intepretability of our results.
At the theta timescale, grid cell activity is highest when the oscillating inhibitory drive is lowest and excitatory cells are most disinhibited (Fig. 2d) . This observation allows us identify theta phases in our simulations with those defined through LFP measurements. Experimentally, grid cells [9] and place cells [48, 49] are most active at troughs of the theta-filtered LFP, which can be explained in terms of extracellular currents generated by neural activity [50] . We will primarily compare our results to those of Ref. 7 , who define theta cycles to span from trough to trough of the LFP. Accordingly, we align our theta cycles to start at troughs of the inhibitory drive (Fig. 2d) .
Theta phase precession arises from oscillations in attractor bump size
During runs, activity passes through recorded neurons as attractor bumps move along the neural sheet (Fig. 3a , Supp. Fig. 2 , and Supp. Video 3). However, spike trains from single neurons exhibit finer temporal organization with respect to the theta oscillation.
Certain grid cells prefer to fire at particular phases of the theta cycle ( Fig. 3b and Supp. Figs. 3 and 4). For many of them, the preferred phase is 0
• , when inhibitory drive is lowest and excitatory neurons are most disinhibited. For others, the preferred phase changes as the animal moves through the firing field. We quantify this behavior using circular-linear correlation, which indicates the presence of a preferred phase that varies linearly with position [51] . Out of the neurons that exhibit correlation ( Fig. 3c) , a small number exhibit large changes in preferred phase of magnitude >10
• /cm (Fig. 3d) ; their regression slope is negative for rightward laps and positive for leftward laps. This means that the preferred phase decreases as an animal traverses the firing field, a phenomenon known as theta phase precession, which has been observed classically in place cells [8] and more recently in grid cells [7, 9] . However, most of our simulated neurons have slopes close to 0, which indicates relatively constant preferred phases throughout the firing field (Fig. 3d) . This is called phase locking and has also been observed in grid cells [7, 9] .
We can understand the emergence of phase precession through the effect of oscillating inhibitory drive on attractor bumps. Higher inhibitory drive suppresses the activity of the excitatory grid cells and decreases the size, or effective diameter, of bumps ( Fig. 3e, f ). Imagine we record from a single neuron as a bump of activity moves through it on the neural sheet. As an attractor bump moves, its size oscillates with inhibitory drive (Fig. 3g , top, and Supp. Video 4). The activity bump will most likely first reach the grid cell when it is large and growing in size, which corresponds to the end of the theta cycle when the inhibitory drive is decreasing towards its • /cm; the predominance of negative values for rightward runs and positive for leftward runs indicates decreasing phase as the animal traverses grid fields in either direction. (e, f ) Data from simulations with fixed inhibitory drive and constant animal velocity. (e) Snapshots of neural activity. Scale bar, 50 neurons. (f ) The diameter of bumps on the neural sheet decreases linearly with increasing inhibitory drive. (g) Phase precession in a simplified conceptual model. We imagine an attractor bump, with size oscillations described by f, passing through a recorded grid cell. Top, a single lap. The recorded neuron is at position 0 and fires a spike (black dot) whenever contained within the bump (gray area), subject to a 40 ms refractory period. Bottom, relationship between theta phase and time across multiple laps in the same direction. Each lap starts with a different theta phase that uniformly samples the entire range. Theta phase generally decreases with time within in the grid field.
lowest point. Thus, as an animal enters a grid field, the first spike will likely have large theta phase slightly less than 360
• . During the next theta cycle, the center of the bump has moved closer to the neuron, so the edge of the bump will reach the neuron when it is growing in size but not as large. Thus, the next spike will have slightly smaller theta phase. This is the origin of phase precession in our model. We continue generating spikes with simplified dynamics in which the neuron fires when it is contained within the bump, but there is a 40 ms refractory period corresponding to our model's membrane potential building up towards threshold after it is reset. The bump's movement through the recorded neuron represents one lap along the track at constant velocity.
We represent additional laps by performing the same simplified procedure as above, but with different shifts in theta phase, since the animal does not always enter the grid field at the same initial phase. Spikes accumulated across laps show phase precession (Fig. 3g , bottom, and Supp. Video 4), though the effect is strongest at the beginning of the field. In the middle of the field, spikes still precess, but they cluster around values of both 0
• (equivalently, 360
• ) and 180
• . At the end of the field, a few spikes even precess in the opposite direction, increas- ing in phase with time. Thus, bump oscillations alone can generate phase precession in our conceptual model with simplified spiking dynamics, but spike phases do not decrease perfectly linearly with progress through the field, which leads to our relatively low correlation values 0.15 ± 0.11 (mean ± s.d.; Fig. 3c ). Experiments indicate higher correlation values in grid cells with mean ≈0.3, which is still less than the value ≈0.4 for place cells [7] . We mention in the Discussion electrophysiological features used by other models that can be added to our model to increase this correlation.
Theta sequences arise from oscillations in attractor bump speed
Now we use the firing fields illustrated in Fig. 2c to decode the animal's position from the population activity presented in Fig. 3a (Methods) . The decoded position generally matches the animal's actual position (Fig. 4a and Supp. Fig. 5 ), but at the theta timescale, there are deviations whose regularities are revealed by averaging over theta cycles.
To do so, we take triplets of consecutive theta cycles, ignoring those whose decoded positions are close to the ends of the track and reversing those corresponding to right-to-left motion (Methods). We align the decoded positions with respect to the actual position of the animal midway through each theta triplet, and average these shifted decoded positions over theta triplets. This average decoded trajectory generally increases across the triplet, corresponding to the animal's actual forward motion (Fig. 4b and Supp. Fig. 6 ). However, at boundaries between theta cycles, the decoded position stalls, and toward the middle of each cycle, the decoded position increases rapidly. We identify these forward sweeps as theta sequences, which represent motion at 0.97 ± 0.20 m/s, approximately twice the actual speed of 0.50 ± 0.05 m/s (mean ± s.d.; Fig. 4c ). This matches experimental observations of average theta sequence slope ≈1 m/s compared to the animal's speed of ≈0.4-0.5 m/s [7] .
Theta sequences, like phase precession, arise naturally in our model from an effect of oscillating inhibitory drive on attractor bumps. In addition to determining bump size, inhibitory drive also affects the speed at which bumps move along the neural sheet-higher inhibitory drive produces faster bump motion for a given animal speed (Fig. 3e, f ) . At the middle of theta cycles, inhibitory drive is highest, so attractor bumps move quickly and represent fast animal trajectories. These theta sequences are faster than the animal's actual speed, which is approximately constant within a theta cycle and thus encoded as the average bump speed over the entire cycle. 
Replay arises from traveling wavefronts of activity
We now simulate quiescent periods at either end of the track. We would like to know how external inputs to the MEC change at transitions between active and quiescent states, but these measurements have not been performed to our knowledge. Thus, we instead adapt experimental findings taken during slow wave sleep, which resembles the quiescent state in many behavioral and electophysiological ways [52] . The neocortex, which activates MEC principal cells, is broadly less active during slow wave sleep [40] , and the medial septum, which inhibits MEC interneurons, increases its firing rate while losing most of its oscillatory nature [41] . We model these effects respectively as decreased excitatory drive and decreased inhibitory drive without oscillations (Fig. 5a) . The network rapidly switches between these inputs and those of Fig. 1a , which represent the active state, as the animal transitions between quiescence and runs.
During quiescence, attractor bumps still form a lattice at the center of the neural sheet, where excitatory drive still exceeds threshold (Fig. 5b and Supp. Video 3). However, these bumps vanish toward the edge of the sheet, where they are replaced by traveling wavefronts of activity. These wavefronts cannot be solely sustained by excitatory drive, which is subthreshold in this outer region; instead, they must be nucleated and then self-sustained through excitatory-to-excitatory (Fig. 2b, right panel) . Red circles indicate regions of recording. Attractor bumps still represent the animal position, and a wavefront can be seen emanating from one bump at the right. Scale bar, 50 neurons.
connections. In our model, nucleation occurs at activity bumps toward the edge of the sheet (Fig. 5b and Supp. Video 3). Once nucleated, the wavefront propagates freely through the outer region because inhibitory neurons, with low drive, are not activated by the wavefront. In contrast, wavefronts cannot propagate in the center region, because excitatory neurons there receive enough drive to spike vigorously and activate nearby inhibitory neurons (Fig. 5b, inhibitory population) . These interneurons, with their surround distribution of synaptic outputs (Fig. 1a) , constrain neural activity to localized bumps and prevent wavefront propagation.
When a wavefront passes through a region of recorded neurons, it appears as a sequence of spikes (Fig. 5c and Supp. Fig. 7 ) that is decoded as a rapid trajectory ( Fig. 5d and Supp. Fig. 8 ). We identify these events as replays, which can traverse much of the track over ∼100 ms (Fig. 5e and Supp. Fig. 9 ). Due to the stochastic nature of wavefront generation, the number of detected replays varies considerably across laps within a simulation (Fig. 5c, d ) and across replicate simulations (Fig. 5f ). Nevertheless, decoded replays have a characteristic speed determined by that of wavefront propagation; it is 7.0 ± 2.6 m/s, which is about 14 times faster than the actual speed of 0.50 ± 0.05 m/s (mean ± s.d.; Fig. 5g ). This agrees with experiments which measure replays at ≈4-6 m/s and actual motion at ≈0.4-0.5 m/s [7] . Replays in our model have a preferred direction of propagation; their decoded position tends to start near the actual position of the animal and travel away from it (Fig. 6a) . Accordingly, replay start positions are closer to the actual location than end positions are (Fig. 6b) . This directional bias has not been directly assessed for grid cells, but it appears in experiments on hippocampal replay [53, 54] . In our model, this effect is caused by the nucleation of replays at attractor bumps. When an animal is quiescent at either end of the track, attractor bumps are still located at neurons that represent the current position (Fig. 6c and Supp. Video 5). As a wavefront radiates from a bump, it will likely first activate neurons whose firing fields represent nearby positions, followed by those with increasingly distant fields. However, replays are not all detected immediately after wavefront nucleation; wavefronts traveling for some time may pass through a region of recorded neurons from any direction. Thus, despite the predominance of replays directed away from the actual animal position, some start at the opposite side of the track and travel toward the actual position (Fig. 6a) .
DISCUSSION
Decades of hippocampal experiments have established theta phase precession, theta sequences, and replay as central features of place cell dynamics [4, 6, 10, 12, 13] . Evidence has been accumulating that grid cells, discovered more recently, exhibit the same phenomena [7, 9, 14] . These phenomena appear to be similar or interrelated in many ways, but experiments have also demonstrated important discordances. Theta sequences across place or grid cells with overlapping fields have been understood as the direct consequence of individually phaseprecessing neurons [6, 8] . However, place cell experiments show that phase precession can appear without theta sequences [49] . Theta sequences and replays both represent temporally compressed trajectories and both seem important for memory considation and planning [30, 55] . Yet, replay trajectories are significantly faster than theta sequences, and theta sequences only propagate in the direction of motion whereas replays can propagate in any direction relative to the resting animal [7, 49, 54, 56] .
We unify phase precession, theta sequences, and re-play under a single model while maintaining distinctions among them. Phase precession and theta sequences arise naturally from oscillations in attractor bump size and speed, respectively, which are both consequences of medial septum input. However, bump size and speed are not generally correlated across changes in other model parameters (Supp. Fig. 10 ). Thus, it is conceivable that one theta-related phenomenon can exist without the other under certain simulated or experimental conditions. Replays in our model arise from the disappearance of attractor bumps and their replacement by traveling wavefronts of activity. Wavefront propagation involves dynamical processes that are fundamentally different from attractor bump motion, and thus leads to different decoded speeds and directions for replays and theta sequences.
Crucially, we produce these phenomena in a continuous attractor network that can still generate 2D grid cells through path integration. Our implementation shares similarities with a classic version of the model [38] and a version whose connectivity can be learned [39] . However, there are three key differences. First, we use fully spiking neurons, which are rare in grid cell attractor modelswe have only found them reported in Refs. 57 and 58, the latter of which combines an attractor network with the oscillatory interference model for grid cells [59, 60] . Typically, neural dynamics are founded on firing rates, which can be used to generate spike trains through a memoryless Poisson process [38, 39] ; these models do not capture short time correlations between spikes that exist with our more realistic dynamics. Second, we include excitatory-to-excitatory connections in accordance with their recent experimental discovery [35, 36, 61, 62] . These connections allow wavefronts to propagate among excitatory neurons while nearby inhibitory neurons remain silent. Third, we vary the external input to the network between active and quiescent behavioral states in accordance with observations [40, 41] . Consequently, the network can instantly switch between operating regimes that exhibit either theta-related phenomena or replays.
Our model presents a distinct conception of entorhinal replay that can be tested experimentally. Direct observation of propagating wavefronts can be pursued by calcium imaging of the MEC [33, 37] . Otherwise, tetrode recordings of grid cell replay in open field environments may be analyzed for wavefront dynamics. In two dimensions, wavefronts would not represent a single trajectory, but instead a manifold of positions that sweep out a plane through space. New decoding techniques that do not assume that the grid cell population represents only one location at any given time would be required to distinguish between these two possible representations of motion.
We chose to build a continuous attractor model that can produce theta-related behavior and replay with as simple an architecture as possible, but we imagine that more complex network geometries are possible. For example, during quiescence, our model maintains activity bumps at the center of network and only exhibits replays at the edges; in the MEC, multiple areas may contain persistent attractor bumps that nucleate wavefronts. We have also ignored other known components of the grid system. We do not model multiple grid modules [42] . During runs, spike frequency adaptation [63] would reduce the number of spikes late in the grid field, which should enhance phase precession according to the conceptual model presented in Fig. 3g and Supp. Video 4. During quiescence, the MEC exhibits Up and Down states marked by high and low levels of activity; perhaps transitions between these states, which is associated with CA1 ripples [64] , can nucleate multiple wavefronts that propagate in synchrony. Moreover, implementing connections to border [65, 66] or landmark cells [67, 68] , which are thought to correct errors in pathintegration [69] , would remove any undesired lattice drift caused by wavefronts. This allocentric input can also remove the need for attractor bumps that persist through quiescence and maintain the animal's current position; instead, wavefronts may be free to propagate throughout the entire network.
Other models have been proposed for theta phase precession [70] [71] [72] and replay [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] . For example, one grid cell model uses after-spike depolarization within a 1D continuous attractor network to generate phase precession and theta sequences [71] . This experimentally observed feature pulls attractor bumps back to recently active locations every theta cycle. This could be added to our model to strengthen theta-related phenomena, but it is not required. Previously proposed replay models all intend to address place cells, not grid cells. Several of them encode replay trajectories into synaptic weights, either through hard-wiring or a learning mechanism [76] [77] [78] . Two models have suggested that replays originate from wavefronts of activity propagating through networks of place cells [73, 75] . These wavefronts then enhance connections through the network though spiketiming-dependent plasticity rules, which could account for the ability of reward to modulate hippocampal replay [21, 23] .
Although our model also generates replay through activity wavefronts, it proposes a different paradigm for replay in the hippocampal region. First, our neurons are grid cells and must continue to function as such amid replays. Performing path integration in a continuous attractor model requires recurrent connectivity to be highly symmetric. Thus, replays should not signficantly alter synaptic strengths in the network; in our model, there is no alteration because we do not implement synaptic plasticity at all. And since our model does not require learning to produce replay, we can easily account for the observation of robust replays immediately after the first lap in a new track [13] . Otherwise, a strong learning mechanism must be invoked, which would continually distort synaptic symmetry.
Grid cells are thought to provide a spatial representation that is immediately available upon entering an environment and that remains stable over days of experi-ence [2, 79, 80] . They provide spatial information to the hippocampus [81, 82] , whose place cells associate location with environmental context [83, 84] and reward [85, 86] to aid the animal in pursuing its goals. In this vein, we envision that replay in superficial MEC layers acts as a pattern generator of many trajectories in space, which are presented to the hippocampus to be refined by experience and modulated by reward. The concept that sequences in hippocampus arise from superficial MEC layers has been experimentally substantiated for theta phenomena: lesioning the MEC disrupts phase precession and theta sequences in place cells [87] , but grid cell phase precession is not affected by hippocampal inactivation [9] .
Driving place cell replays with grid cell replays would require temporal coordination between the two, for which experimental support is mixed. Reference 7 does not find coordination between grid cell replays and ripples in CA1, but Ref. 88 reports that CA1 ripples are preceded by ripples in superficial MEC layers; further investigation would help resolve this discrepancy. Moreover, place cell activity appears to contain an abundance of certain short sequences that represent contiguous locations in novel environments and participate frequently in replays [89] ; this finding is related to the disputed [90] observation of hippocampal preplay [91] [92] [93] . From the perspective of our model, such preexisting sequences may arise from wavefronts generated intrinsically by grid cells, which then drive corresponding place cells. After experience, hippocampal plasticity supplements the sequences with additional place cells to enhance their representation of meaningful trajectories [92] . In this way, wavefronts in the MEC can accelerate learning by providing a scaffold for the hippocampus to modify and improve. Meanwhile, the MEC maintains a symmetric representation of space, so the next experience, possibly with different spatial properties, can be learned equally well. 
Model architecture and dynamics
Our architecture is inspired by Refs. 38 and 39. A 2D neural sheet contains five overlapping populations, each with neurons at r = (x, y), where x = 1, . . . , n and y = 1, . . . , n. There are four excitatory populations: N, S, W, and E; we index them by P and use the symbol + for parameters common to all of them. There is one inhibitory population −. Each excitatory neuron is described by a membrane potential φ P (r, t) and a spike indicator s P (r, t), which equals either 1 if neuron r in population P spiked at time t or 0 otherwise. When the potential exceeds a threshold of 1 in arbitrary units, the neuron fires a spike and its potential is reset to 0: φ P (r, t) ← 0 and s P (r, t) ← 1.
We prevent φ P (r, t) from decreasing past −1 as a limit on hyperpolarization. The same definitions and dynamics apply to the inhibitory population −.
Membrane potentials follow leaky integrator dynamics.
The excitatory neurons obey
And the inhibitory neurons obey
Neural drive is given by a, which is modulated by the animal's velocity V(t) for excitatory neurons. Each excitatory population P prefers a perpendicular direction in spaceÊ P , which we call North, South, West, and East for the populations N, S, W, and E. Neural connectivity is given by w. Each excitatory population P has its synaptic outputs shifted by a small amount ξ in a preferred directionê P on the neural sheet, which we call up, down, left, and right for the populations N, S, W, and E. Spikes produce an instantaneous change in postsynaptic membrane potential after a synaptic delay τ s , which is longer for excitatory-to-excitatory connections (τ ++ s ) than for excitatory-to-inhibitory connections (τ −+ s ) based on axon morphology [62] . Independent, zero-mean, normally distributed noise ζ is added to each neuron at each timestep.
See Table 1 for complete variable definitions and values.
Drive and connectivity
The drive to excitatory populations is 
where ψ 0 is a phase offset chosen randomly at the start of each lap. The synaptic connectivity from excitatory neurons to all neurons is based on the symmetric function 
where r = |r|. The synaptic connectivity from inhibitory neurons to excitatory neurons is 
There is no connectivity from inhibitory neurons to other inhibitory neurons. See Table 1 for complete variable definitions and values.
Single neuron recording and decoding
We simulate our model 20 times with slightly different run trajectories randomly generated by fractional Brownian motion processes, followed by 20 more times with the same trajectories but reversed velocities. These simulations produce spike trains for all neurons in the network. To match multiunit tetrode recordings, we select two subsets containing up to 150 excitatory neurons in each simulation. Each of these subsets is an independent recording to be analyzed separately. We call each of these 80 recordings a "simulation" in our results.
We select neurons for recording as follows. For the first subset, we choose four points on the neural sheet whose distance from the center is 95 neurons and whose angular positions, or clock positions, are random but equally spaced. From circular areas of radius 12 centered at these points, we randomly select between 100 and 150 excitatory neurons whose firing fields are stable across laps. For the second subset, we choose the four circular areas with the same distance from the center of the sheet and with angular positions offset 45
• from the first four areas. We again select 100-150 neurons with stable firing fields. If we are not able to select at least 100 neurons, we exclude the simulation from further analysis; 61 of the 80 simulations remain. All single-simulation results reported in this paper come from the same simulation.
We use grid cell firing fields accrued from all laps in both directions to decode the animal's position from the population activity of its recorded neurons. We use the standard Bayesian decoding procedure that assumes independent, Poisson-distributed spike counts and a uniform prior [7, 94] .
